


Viktama is a revolutionary launchpad.
 

Our goal is to revolutionize the crypto
world. Our contracts have been
vetted, tested and configured.

 
 They are some of the most efficient
coding technology available on the

market.
 

Due to that we are able to offer some
of the most competitive transaction

prices on the market.
 
 
 



We aim to go above and beyond by
being able to cater to businesses that
are wishing to launch their projects on
ethereum , bnb, and solana networks. 

 
The reason we are offering solana is

due to their recent expansion into the
nft world which has shown some
amazing statistics in the last few

months.
 

 We believe this ability to supply
business with three different

blockchains will separate us from the
other current available launchpads

out there



Our initial token launch will consent of
one hundred trillion token supply with
a maximum transaction of 1 percent.

 
 We will launch with are token

economies split into four sections 



             2% Reflections
 

 This segment allows every holder to
constantly be rewarded for holding
their investment. This occurs with

every transition 



     2% liquidity
 

This part of the token economics
ensures that a percent of every
transition is sent back into the

overall liquidity pool of the token. 
 

In reality we believe that this is
something that most projects

should learn to facilitate because of
how it constantly supports the

inferstuter of a project. 
 



      4% MARKETING

This part is the most crucial part. As it
allows our team to constantly advertise to

the world and offer partnerships with
some of the most influential individuals in
the defi space as well as pay for top notch

services, exchanges, publicity and real
world marketing.



         4% LAUNCHPAD 
 

This portion is the life blood of the
launchpad, as it allows us to

continually grow by being able to
constantly upgrade our platform,

design, and develop better and more
efficient contracts. 

 
This section is what will allow us to

constantly be able to find new talent
and add more individuals to the

workforce. 



LAUNCHPAD DEVELOPMENT
 

The launchpad will be unique in
nature as we have a two step vetting

process. Projects that will be launched
though viktama will require the

owners to be fully doxxed to our
team. We will vet them personally and
only projects that meet our standards
will pass the first step of verification.

Pass that every project that get
approved by the team will be posted
in a poll on our website and official

telegram. where the community gets a
period of time to do there own

inspections on these projects and cast
a vote on which they wish to see

launched.in doing so we put a portion
of the decision making in the hands of

every community member.



LAUNCHPAD DEVELOPMENT

Viktama is a launchpad for the
community so thus we believe that

the community has the right. To help
us decide on the projects they want to

see launched.
 

Viktama will be able to offer the
projects launching with us multiple

benefits including, marketing through
our network of connections on twitter

, telegram, reddit and tik tok . 
 

We also are willing to go above and
beyond by helping any projects

launching with us that may want to
meddle in the nft world by directly

connecting them with our trusted nft
partners.

 



The Vikings spoils of war
 

A percent of every day's spoils will be
stored in a known wallet that will be

created after launch.
 

 This wallet is the community wallet.
By this we mean that at the end of
every month the community will be

able to vote on what the spoils are to
be used for.



SOCIAL MEDIA CREATION
PRE MARKETING CALLS
INITIAL FAIR LAUNCH
LIQUIDITY LOCK
TELEGRAM CALLS/YT
INFLUENCERS / TWITTER 
500 WARRIORS
WARRIORS 1000
TELEGRAM
MEMBERS OPEN VC WITH
COMMUNITY
VIKTAMA BUYBACK 

BATTLE 1
CMC/CG FAST TRACK
CONTRACT AUDIT
COUNCIL CREATION
1000 WARRIORS 2000
TELEGRAM MEMBERS
COMMUNITY BENEFIT
PROGRAM
VOTING SITE
APPLICATIONS VIKTAMA
BUYBACK PROGRAM

BATTLE 2

CERTIK APPLICATION
MAJOR EXCHANGES
MAJOR PARTNERSHIPS
1500 WARRIORS 3000
TELEGRAM MEMBERS
TRIBESMAN CHARITY
PROGRAM CONTRACT
VARIANCE LAUNCHES

BATTLE 3
 

INFLUENCER
MARKETING
TWITTER SPACE
AUDIT APPLICATION
VIK'S COUNCIL
INITIATION
2000+ WARRIORS
3500+ TELEGRAM
WARRIOR BENIFIT
PROGRAM
10 VOTING SITE
APPLICATIONS

BATTLE 4

ENTER VALHALLA

BATTLE 5



www.instagram.com/viktamaofficial/

twitter.com/ViktamaO

t.me/VikTamaOfficialPortal

discord.com/invite/MU7Sv25Y

www.reddit.com/user/ViktamaOfficial

www.tiktok.com/@viktamaofficial

www.viktama.com
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